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l_jhmf�kd_qmhmf�lnqd�pt_khs_shud-�Hm�e_bs+�sgd�oqdrdms�_qshbkd�_hlr�_s�_m_kxrhmf�sgd�d9dbsr�ne�
enql_shud�_rrdrrldms�nm�sgd�odqenql_mbd�ne�rstcdmsr�hm�sgd�2qc�xd_q�ne�tmhudqrhsx�dctb_shnm-�
Enq�sghr�otqonrd+�_m�dwodqhldms_k�fqnto�hr�enqldc�_mc�rtaidbsdc�sn�enql_shud�_rrdrrldms-�
? bnmsqnk�fqnto+�dwdlos�eqnl�sgd�k_ssdq+�hr�enqldc�hm�nqcdq�sn�bnmsqnk�sgd�d9dbs�ne�ntq�cduhbd-�
 d�_m_kxrhr�ne�ntq�qdrtksr�hmchb_sdr�sg_s�sgd�enql_shud�sdrs�g_r�_ qd_k�qdftk_snqx�etmbshnm-�

:dwseoKr �enql_shud�_rrdrrldms+�bdqsh“b_sd�_rrdrrldms+�ghfgdq�dctb_shnm+�odqenql_mbd-

Hmsqnctbshnm

Aurrently, the university is concerned with evaluation in all its multiplic-
ity (Allal, 2015) Indeed, the question of the effectiveness of the evalua-

tion systems proposed there, on numerous occasions, has been the subject of
questioning and discussion (Lebrun et al , 2011) This practice, considered as
a complex pedagogical act (Gérard, 2013), occupies an important place within
the teaching-learning process (Gérard & Roegiers, 2011) In fact, any training
process, if it is to be qualitative in nature, must include this pedagogical prac-
tice From then on, academics are no longer exempt from evaluation, and it is
up to the professors in charge of administering their courses to propose one

K@ËSHSH@�CQ@FNMD+�F@ËS@M�SDLODQL@M+�AQTMN�CD�KHËUQD
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or another form of evaluation within their teaching units in order to respect
a pedagogical alignment (Biggs, 2003) 

Among these assessments, teachers have a duty to design formative and
certi&cative assessments (Romainville et al., 2015). With over thirty years o:
documentation, the literature on the potential of formative assessments con-
tinues to attribute virtues to it, presenting it as a highly effective instrument for
improving learning in all disciplines (Perrenoud, 2001a; CERI, 2008) Indeed,
numerous studies con&rm the positive e::ects o: this practice in various &elds
such as French or mathematics, as well as at different levels of education:
primary, secondary, and higher education (CERI, 2008; MacMilan et al , 2013;
Hanover Research, 2014; Klute et al , 2017) The second modality, by virtue of
its status, naturally does not enjoy the same quali&ers (De Ketele, 2010).

However, despite its proven effectiveness, formative assessment is option-
al from the point of view of success insofar as it does not oblige students to
show the required level o: mastery in order to bene&t :rom certi&cation. On
the other hand, the certifying evaluation does not induce such a potential, but
:orces a certain mastery o: contents in order to open the way to certi&cation
(Perrenoud, 2001b; De Ketele, 2010) 

In view of this paradoxical situation, the present study investigates the im-
plementation of these two types of evaluation in higher education with a view
to analysing the e::ects o: :ormative evaluation on certi&cative evaluation with
third-year university students Our feedback and the analysis of the results will
shed some light on the e::ects o: :ormative assessment and more speci&cally
contribute to the epistemological &eld related to assessment practice in higher
education 

ffdnqdshbZk�eqZldvnqj

Qduhdv�ne�sgd�khsdqZstqd

The following review of the literature is divided into two parts, which aim to
capture the notion o: evaluation as we approach it here. The &rst part o: the
review discusses the importance of evaluation and the role it plays In the sec-
ond part, it questions the notions o: :ormative and certi&cative evaluation with
a view to identifying their different characteristics and subtleties 
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DohrsdlnknfhbZk�odqrodbshud
Assessment is an integral part of our educational system Closely linked to the
curriculum, it is a fundamental element of the learning process and has become
an integral part of educational institutions at all levels Indeed, the autonomous
character of a school can only be conceived on the condition that this auton-
omy is framed and accompanied by an effective evaluation system (Yebbou,
2015) Indeed, characterised by a growing presence in our education systems,
evaluation has renovated the teaching-learning process by transforming it into
“a teaching-learning-evaluation process” (Gerard & Roegiers, 2011, p 76) 

In terms o: de&nition, consultation o: empirical research reveals models
speci&c to each author, but all converge in the same direction (Figari, Remaud &
Tourmen, 2014) De Ketele (2010) details the stages of this process According
to him, this process aims to (1) gather a set of information, (2) confront this
set of information with a set of criteria by means of an appropriate approach,
(3) to attribute meaning to the results of this confrontation, and (4) to be able
to base a decision consistent with the function targeted by the evaluation For
Gerard (2013), the act of assessment is a complex operation, insofar as it leads
to important decisions for learning and for the future of learners These acts
and postures refer not only to didactic competences for teachers, but also to
know-how and savoir-être at the level of social interactions inside and outside
the classroom 

Evaluation takes three forms, each with its own function: formative evalu-
ation, certi&cative evaluation and orientation or prognostic evaluation (Perre-
noud, 2001b; De Ketele, 2010) Given the purpose of this research, the following
section looks at the articulation between the &rst two modalities: :ormative
and certi&cative.

EnqlZshud�duZktZshnm�
It is a process that must allow decisions to be made with a view to improving
ongoing learning (De Ketele, 2010). The identi&cation o: errors, the emission o:
explanatory hypotheses on their sources or the anticipation of actions to rem-
edy them are at the heart o: the process. Whereas in certi&cation assessment,
errors are sanctioned because learning is considered to have come to an end, in
regulation assessment, the status of errors changes since identifying them and
working on them is the driving force behind learning (Mottier-Lopez, 2015) 
Therefore, formative assessment is characterised by a process of collecting-in-
terpreting-using clues related to students’ learning and the way they learn, with
a view to supporting ongoing learning and improving their future performance
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(CTREQ, 2022). In this context, it can neither lead to a certi&cate-type mark
nor contribute to the ranking of students (Mougenot, 2015) As such, various
types of formative assessments exist The following section looks at this subject 

Sxodr�ne�enqlZshud�duZktZshnmr
Formative assessment can take different forms and offer several strengths (Mou-
genot, 2015) Therefore, Kluthe et al (2017) distinguish between (1) peer-led
assessment and (2) sel:-led assessment. The &rst modality o::ers students the
opportunity to evaluate or to monitor their own or their peers’ work, perfor-
mance, strategies, and progress For example, self- or peer-assessment is a form
of student-led formative assessment The second modality allows educators
or computer systems to assess or monitor students’ performance, strategies
or progress An assessment that is automatically corrected by a computer
programme is a form of self-directed assessment In relation to this test effect,
Thomas et al (2016) show that it is not the score on self-assessment tests that
has a signi&cant impact on the quality o: learning, but the number o: attempts
that proves to be a positive predictor Boumazguida et al (2018) show the
same result by exploiting students’ learning traces in a distance environment 

Enqlr�ne�qdftkZshnm�ne�enqlZshud�duZktZshnmr
For Allal (1991), the regulation resulting from formative evaluation can take
several :orms. We have classi&ed three o: them in the Table 1.

S_akd�0-�Enqlr�ne�qdftk_shnm�eqnl�enql_shud�du_kt_shnm�_bbnqchmf

Interactive regulation Is integrated into the situation and allows for an
immediate change in the student’s activity This regulation
is most often informal 

Retroactive regulation It follows an assessment and aims at the implementation
of remedial activities It therefore implies a return to
objectives that have not been mastered It is therefore said
to be “deferred” 

Proactive regulation The latter is also deferred and leads to learning
consolidation perspectives 

Rntqbd9�?kk_k+�0880-

This regulation cannot be separated from feedback (Clark, 2012), as this
feedback to the learner allows him/her to correct his/her learning accordingly
(Endrizzi & Rey, 2008) 
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BdqshzbZsd�duZktZshnm
Certifying assessment, unlike its formative counterpart, therefore comes into
play when it is necessary to attest to a learner’s mastery of the objectives of
a training course at the end of it (Gérard, 2013) In addition, it makes it possible
to prove that individuals have mastered a certain amount of knowledge (Gérard,
2013) In fact, where error was tolerated with formative assessment, it is no
longer tolerated here given its certifying nature: its mission is to inform society
that individuals who have come out of an education system have the expected
skills. In this case, the certi&cate-based assessment has an administrative rather
than a regulatory function (De Ketele, 2010) It should be noted, however, that
there can also be certi&cation during the course o: learning whenever a set o:
objectives has been worked on (Perrenoud, 2001a) The following section will
describe and detail the different variants related to this evaluation 

Sxodr�ne�bdqshzbZsd�duZktZshnm
For Bonami (2005), certi&cate evaluation can be divided into two :orms: in-
ternal and external tests Both correspond to evaluation approaches designed
and implemented by persons external or internal to educational institutions 
Like formative evaluation, they guarantee several functions that are organised
as follows: (1) diagnostic for decision-making; (2) certifying the achievement
of objectives; (3) mobilisation on objectives; (4) accountability 

Vnqjhmf�Ldsgncnknfx

AZbjfqntmc

The present research took place during the academic year 2021–2022, at the
University of Mons located in the province of Hainaut, Belgium It was conducted
with a group of 434 third-year university students We investigate the effect
o: administering a :ormative assessment on per:ormance in the certi&cate as-
sessment For the design of the experiment, the students were divided into two
distinct groups: one group that completed at least one item of the formative
assessment and the other group that did not complete the test. Thus, a &rst
group o: 347 students was subjected to both a :ormative and a certi&cative
assessment The second group, consisting of 87 students, was exempted from
the :ormative evaluation and was there:ore subjected only to the certi&cative
evaluation Insofar as the objective of formative assessment is to assess the
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learners’ mastery of a content and to guide their progress towards the targeted
competences (Wiliam, 2010), we question the effectiveness of our assessment
device (Lebrun et al , 2011) We hypothesise that subjects who take the forma-
tive test will per:orm better on the certi&cate test than those who do not take
the formative test 

Bntqrd�ne�Zbshnm

This scienti&c investigation was carried out in :our stages: (1) the develop-
ment of the tests; (2) the administration of the formative questionnaires for
one group; (3) the administration of the feedback for the same group; (4) the
administration o: the certi&cation tests :or both groups.

In accordance with what was said during our literary review, our formative
assessment has been designed so that it can “support the regulation of teaching
and learning in progress” (Mottier-Lopez, 2015, p 2) It is therefore administered
to students in the middle of their academic career It is directed by others (Klute
et al , 2017), if necessary, by a computer system offering retroactive regulation
to students (Allal, 1991) 

Our certi&cate evaluation is an internal type o: certi&cate evaluation (Bona-
mi, 2005) Consequently, it was designed by the teachers and assistants of the
University of Mons who are responsible for this course It was therefore admin-
istered at the end of all the courses related to this teaching unit (Gérard, 2013) 

The :ormative and certi&cate tests are similar in every respect and consist
o: ten questions. The &rst three questions are “drop-down” questions, the next
four questions are short answers, and the last three questions are “numerical”
questions These two tasks allow students to apply what they already know from
a theoretical point of view to concrete cases They develop the competence to
analyse a training situation This individual activity takes place exclusively on
Moodle and is divided into two phases:
1 analysis of an initial teaching sequence with a formative test, available for

one week, for which the students receive feedback the following week 
2 analysis of a second teaching sequence, this time a test that counts towards

the evaluation, available for one month 
The :eedback is speci&c to each evaluation question and is automated.
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Qdrtksr

QdrdZqbg�Ptdrshnm�07�Cn�rstcdmsr�vgn�Zqd�fhudm�Z enqlZshud�Zrrdrrldms�
hmbqdZrd�sgdhq�rbnqd�hm�Z bdqshzbZsd�Zrrdrrldms�nm�sgd�rZld�snohb:�

S_akd�1-�Cdrbqhoshud�rs_shrshbr9�ld_mr�_mc�qdk_shud�f_hm�ne�rbnqdr�nm�sgd�enql_shud�_mc�bdqsh“b_sd�
sdrsr�ne�sgd�dwodqhldms_k�fqnto

Formative test scores Certi&cate test scores Average
relative gain

m(/20) CV N m(/20) CV N GR (%)

Total 9 98 4 57 346 13 88 3 38 346 38 91

Rntqbd9�?tsgnqr&�nvm�dk_anq_shnm-

Descriptively, we note that the students who were subjected to the formative
test evolve positively on their total score on the certi&cate test. They obtained
an average relative gain1 of 38 91%, exceeding the 30% threshold attesting to
real learning (D’Hainaut, 1975). Moreover, the decrease in the coe:&cient o:
variation (CV) attests to the fact that the initial gaps between students tend to
decrease Given that the data are not normally distributed, we use a parametric
procedure for inferential analysis The Wilcoxon test indicates that students
who completed the :ormative test improved signi&cantly on the certi&cation
test (W = 4927, p< 001) 

QdrdZqbg�Ptdrshnm�17�Cn�rstcdmsr�vgn�gZud�addm�rtaidbsdc�sn�enqlZshud�
Zrrdrrldms�odqenql�adssdq�nm�sgd�bdqshzbZsd�Zrrdrrldms�sgZm�Z fqnto��
ne�rstcdmsr�vgn�gZud�mns�addm�rtaidbsdc�sn�enqlZshud�Zrrdrrldms:�

In the following, we consider a group that received the formative test and
a group of students who did not take the proposed formative test We compare
the scores on the certi&cate test o: each o: these two groups.

1 “The relative gain is calculated by the following formula (post-test score - pre-test score)
/ (maximum score - pre-test score) × 100 It is the ratio of what the student has gained to
what he or she could have gained at maximum It is independent of the starting level and,
since the starting level is equal, it is proportional to the performance One can consider
that the relative gain is proportional to what he wants to measure (D’Hainaut, 1975,
pp 158–159) 
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S_akd�2-�Cdrbqhoshud�rs_shrshbr9�ld_mr�_mc�qdk_shud�f_hm�hm�bdqsh“b_shnm�sdrs�rbnqdr�enq�sgd�svn�fqntor

Group that bene&ted 2rom
the formative test

Group that did not open
the formative test

m(/20) CV N m(/20) CV N

Total 13 84 3 38 346 11 15 3 88 87

Rntqbd9�?tsgnqr&�nvm�dk_anq_shnm-

The students who took the formative test had a higher mean score on the
certi&cate test (m = 13.84) than the group that did not take the :ormative test (m
= 11 15) The data from the two groups are not normally distributed Therefore,
we perform a Mann-Whitney test, a non-parametric procedure corresponding
to the Student’s t-test :or independent samples. We &nd that the scores on the
certi&cation test di::er signi&cantly between the two groups (U = 90047.5,
p< 001) It would seem, therefore, that the It would seem that the formative
test allows learners who have taken the formative test to obtain better results
on the certi&cation test than students who have not taken the :ormative test.

Chrbtrrhnm�Zmc�odqrodbshudr

Assessment is an essential part of the “teaching-learning” process (Gérard &
Roegiers, 2011) This complex pedagogical act (Gérard, 2013) is part of the tasks
that a teacher must carry out (Romainville et al , 2015) as it allows to ensure
that the students have understood correctly and that the objectives de&ned
have been achieved (Wiliam, 2014) Although many virtues are attributed to
formative assessment (MacMilan et al , 2013; Klute et al , 2017), the same cannot
be said :or certi&cate assessment (De Ketele, 2010).

In this context, our research investigates the effect of an externally direct-
ed :ormative assessment (Klute et al., 2017) on per:ormance in a certi&cate
assessment 

The results outlined above indicate signi&cant e::ects o: :ormative assess-
ment in terms of learning and are consistent with the literature (CERI, 2008;
Hanover Research, 2014) We believe that this difference in performance can
be attributed to the potential of formative assessment as a regulatory agent (De
Ketele, 2010) Indeed, the feedback given to learners who have completed the
formative test (Clark, 2012) informs them of the errors they have made and
their degree of mastery, allowing them to correct their learning if necessary
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(Endrizzi & Rey, 2008) Our system, which consists of the joint use of a formative
assessment :ollowed by a certi&cate assessment, allows us to reduce the gap
between the level of performance achieved by the learner and the target level
of performance (Wiliam, 2010) 

To conclude, the results of the group that did not receive the formative test
con&rm our introductory remarks according to which the certi&cate evaluation
forces a certain mastery of the contents (Perrenoud, 2001b; De Ketele, 2010),
but weaker in comparison to the group that was subjected to the formative test 

It would be relevant to submit an opinion questionnaire to students who did
not take the formative test in order to understand the reasons for not taking the
test Furthermore, it would have been useful to collect students’ perceptions of
the usefulness of the formative assessment on their performance 
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